
Alpha for Life Groups

Why and How should I read the Bible?

Participant Guide - Week 5

1. Debriefing the Weekly Practice from Last Week: The Weekly Practice last week was to ask the 
Holy Spirit who to contact from your list, and then to schedule time with them or simply plan 
to make contact with them heading into this coming week.  How did you experience praying 
about this?  Did the Holy Spirit bring clarity to you on who to connect with? Were you able to 
schedule time with them?  Or do you have a plan to initiate a conversation with them?   

PLAY VIDEO

2. What opinions of the Bible have you heard from people 
you know?  Did it surprise you to know that the Bible is the 
most popular book in the world?

3. What in the Alpha video gave you confidence in knowing 
that the Bible is true and trustworthy? How could that give 
you confidence in using Scripture to share your faith?

4. Have you ever found yourself sensing God directing you to initiate a spiritual conversation?  
How did you sense His leading?  Did you wonder if it was really God leading you as opposed 
to your own thinking?  Share an example. 

5. Prior to watching the video, were you familiar with the ABCs of the Gospel (A - Admit I’m a 
sinner, B - Believe in Jesus and receive his forgiveness, and C - Commit to follow Jesus)? 
Discuss in more detail what each of the letters stand for? What do you find helpful about this 
tool? (Imagine someone on your list…) What sort of feelings does it bring up when you think 
about sharing this with someone?

6. Grab a partner in your group and share the ABCs of the Gospel with each other.  Feel free to 
use your own words, but keep it concise (30 seconds per person).  Debrief all together as a 
group.

Weekly Practice

If possible, get together with the 
person you identified in week 4 
(coffee, lunch, a walk, etc.)
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7. Read Romans 10:13 as a group. This verse is a promise to us All.  In light of this verse, 
think about your list of people that you’ve been praying through. Is there anyone on that 
list that you have lost hope that they might “call on the Name of the Lord?”  Describe the 
situation and the barriers to faith in this person’s life.  

8. Weekly Practice: If possible, get together with the person you identified in week 4 (coffee, 
lunch, a walk, etc.).  As you’re comfortable, engage in some casual conversation.  Ask 
them about their spiritual background, maybe using the “spiritual scale” question to help 
you.  If you sense God opening the door, share the ABC’s of the Gospel.  Or, if getting 
together is not feasible, simply make contact with that person this week (a text message, a 
phone call, stop by their cubicle, walk by their home, etc.).

9. As a group right now, listen to the song “Your Will, Your Way”. As you listen and reflect on 
the words, ask God what He might want to remind you of.  Maybe you are thinking about 
the person on your list who you are feeling hopeless about.  Maybe you are thinking about 
your scheduled coffee this week with the person from your list.  Maybe you are fearful of 
initiating this conversation, or maybe you aren’t even sure you want to.  Allow God to 
meet you wherever your mind and heart are right now.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQiCD4vWRBM

